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Abstract

Universal Serial Bus (USB) is a popular standard for
PC peripheral devices because of its versatile peripheral
interconnection speci£cations. USB not only provides sim-
pli£ed hardware connectors but also supports for various
bus traf£cs, such as isochronous and bulk transfer activ-
ities. Although the USB speci£cations provide a way for
users to specify the upper bound on the number of bytes
for each data transfer in a 1ms time frame, little work is
done to provide QoS guarantees for devices (e.g., the lower
bound on the bytes for each device type in a 1ms time
frame) and a mechanism in enforcing the guarantees. In
this paper, we propose a cyclic-executive-based bandwidth
reservation and scheduling method to support QoS guaran-
tees over USB, especially for those isochronous bus activ-
ities. The proposed bandwidth reservation and scheduling
method could reserve USB bandwidth for devices in an on-
demand fashion. The capability of the proposed scheme was
shown by the implementation and demonstration of a USB-
based surveillance system prototype which adopted the pro-
posed scheme.

1 Introduction

With the advance of hardware and software technol-
ogy, computer systems are now very modularized. Various
subsystems are interconnected with proper interface de£ni-
tions. Consider I/O subsystems as an example. Various I/O
devices are manufactured and connected to few common
interfaces, such as SCSI, USB, and IEEE-1394. The needs
for resource allocation no longer remains at the so-called
kernel part. Instead, I/O subsystems (and of course many
other subsystems) now become one of the major players in
providing a quality-of-service (QoS) guarantee for applica-
tions. The playing of a video stream from a disk serves as a
good example in exploring the major parties involved in the
resource allocation of system resources.

Real-time scheduling algorithms [5] were often adopted
by researchers in enforcing resource reservation. In the
past decades, researchers and the industry have developed
techniques in providing the QoS guarantees over traditional
operating systems. RTLinux [7] is a real-time extension
of Linux to deliver hard real-time capabilities and regular
Linux services to applications at the same time. Modi£ca-
tions to the Linux operating system were also made [2, 6] to
provide real-time and QoS scheduling for various resources.
In addition to the QoS reservation for CPU time, researchers
started exploring the resource allocation problems and their
QoS issues over various buses. In particular, the control area
network (CAN), which is a serial communication protocol
for distributed real-time system, was studied by Hon and
Kim [3] in proposing a bandwidth reservation algorithm.
Kettler, et al. [4] developed formal scheduling models for
several types of commonly used buses, e.g., PCI and MCA,
in PC’s and workstations.

The objective of this research is to explore the QoS is-
sues of USB subsystem. USB is designed to support many
types of devices, such as human interface devices (e.g., key-
board and mouse), block devices (e.g., disks), communica-
tion transceivers, stereo speakers, video cameras, etc. The
data transfer modes on USB could be classi£ed into four
categories: isochronous transfer, interrupt transfer, control
transfer, and bulk transfer. Isochronous transfer and in-
terrupt transfer are periodic data transfers, while control
transfer and bulk transfer introduce aperiodic bus activities.
Different types of devices require different bandwidths and
ways to interact with USB host controllers, where a host
controller manages the bandwidth of a USB bus. For ex-
ample, a human interface device (HID) demands a periodic
but light bus workload. A storage device requires a best-
effort service from the corresponding host controller. On
the other hand, an operating system must manage a number
of devices through USB simultaneously, and devices would
compete for a limited bus bandwidth. How to properly man-
age USB bandwidth is of paramount importance if reason-
able QoS requirements are, indeed, considered.
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Figure 1. The bandwidth reservation of the USB
1ms time frame.

Although the original design of USB does have an inter-
face de£nition for QoS (in terms of the percentage of the
bandwidth for each type of devices and the upper bound on
the number of bytes per data transfer for a device type in a
1ms time frame), there is little work being done for the QoS
guarantee of each device (e.g., the lower bound on the num-
ber of bytes per device in a 1ms time frame). According
to the USB speci£cations, isochronous and interrupt trans-
fers could be allocated up to 90% of the total bandwidth
of a USB bus. Control transfers could have up to 10% of
the total USB bandwidth. Bulk transfers are serviced in a
best-effort fashion to utilize the remaining USB bandwidth.
The USB bandwidth reservation scheme in each 1ms time
frame is described in Figure 1, where SOF stands for the
starting of the frame, and time frames of USB 1.1 are all
in 1ms. Each USB host controller exercises a series of data
structures which are constructed by the operating system to
manage devices, as shown in Figure 2. Those data structures
are called Transfer Descriptors. The technical issue is how
to set up proper in-core data structures so that a host con-
troller could behave and communicate with devices as users
request and meet their QoS requirements. The research ob-
jective of this paper is to propose a proper bandwidth reser-
vation and scheduling method to support the speci£ed QoS
requirements. We shall also design a real-time scheduling
layer inside the USB driver to let the entire system comply-
ing with the USB speci£cation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section
2, we present the system architecture of a typical USB sub-
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system. We then propose a cyclic-executive-based approach
to partition resources among devices which need different
QoS requirements. Section 3 illustrates the implementation
issues and provides system analysis. The experimental re-
sults based on a surveillance system prototype are provided
in Section 4. Section 5 is the conclusion.

2 A Real-Time USB System Architecture

In this section, we provide an overview of a USB subsys-
tem on Linux. We propose a real-time USB driver architec-
ture, in which a bus bandwidth reservation and scheduling
mechanism is proposed to reserve and allocate USB band-
width according to the QoS requirements.

USB subsystems on Linux is a layered structure, as
shown in Figure 3. The hierarchical architecture provides
a better abstraction of USB device drivers so that the kernel
could have a transparent view over devices. As shown in
Figure 3, there is a core component in the USB subsystem.
The USB Core provides a set of consistent and abstracted
API’s to the upper-level client drivers. The client drivers
are hardware-speci£c, and their corresponding devices are
accessed by calling the API’s provided by the USB Core.
Inside the USB Core, the USB control protocol is imple-
mented and proper USB HC (host controller) drivers would
be called so that the client drivers do not need to manage
how data packets are sent to or received from the devices.

Between the USB Core and the host controller driver, the
USB Core translates the requests issued by the USB device
drivers into host-controller-awared data structures. The host
controller simply handles a memory-resident table called
the USB schedule. The USB schedule consists of a num-
ber of queues of Transfer Descriptors(TD’s), as shown in
Figure 4. The queues are hooked on the proper device reg-
isters of a USB host controller, as shown in Figure 2, where
the basic rule in hooking queues on the schedule is on the
types of transfers. The actual layout of the USB schedule
is host-controller-dependent1. The USB schedule is brie¤y
illustrated as follows:

1There are two major types of host controller: Open Host Controller
Interface (OHCI) [10] and Universal Host Controller Interface (UHCI) [9].
We shall focus our discussions on OHCI in this paper, where the basic
concept and the operation of OHCI and UHCI are similar
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Figure 4. The queue list structure of the OHCI USB
schedule.

As shown in Figure 4, an Endpoint Descriptor is at the
head of the Transfer-Descriptor list for each device to record
the transfer information regarding the device, e.g., the de-
vice number for the host controller. For bulk and control
data-transfers, the host controller maintains a pointer to the
head of the Transfer-Descriptor list for each type, as shown
in Figure 2. For interrupt data-transfers, a USB subsys-
tem maintains 32 interrupt entries, which forms a tree struc-
ture. Each (internal or leaf) node could be hooked up with
a list of Transfer-Descriptors for a device of the interrupt
type. The list of Transfer-Descriptors for all isochronous
devices is hooked up at the root of the tree structure, as
shown in Figure 2. Each interrupt entry will be visited in
every 32ms. When an interrupt entry is visited, all devices
with a Transfer-Descriptor list on the path between the in-
terrupt entry and the root will be serviced within 1ms. In
other words, the isochronous queue will be serviced in every
1ms, provided that time is left after servicing other devices
on the path (ahead of the root). While the host controller
services a device, it processes all Transfer-Descriptors on
its list. When a Transfer-Descriptor is serviced, it is up-
dated to re¤ect the completion of the corresponding work,
and the Transfer-Descriptor will be removed from the list
and inserted into the DoneQueue (a speci£cal queue for the
Transfer Descriptors which are done). The host controller
driver will investigate the DoneQueue to return the results
to the system.

For the USB client drivers, the control and data transfer
are accomplished by interacting with the USB Core through
a data structure called the USB request block (URB). Re-
quests are £lled up in URB’s and handled by the USB Core
asynchronously: A con£gured callback function will be
called on the completion of each URB. With the needs of
the quality of service support, information regarding timing
constraints should be included in URB’s as parameters. In
our implementation (in Section 3), modi£ed URB’s are is-
sued by USB client drivers and then handled by the USB
Core. We propose a cyclic-executive-based implementa-
tion for the request scheduling in the USB Core layer so
that the bandwidth reservations for devices could be accom-
plished by the scheduling of requests. Furthermore, since

the cyclic-executive-based scheduling mechanism proposed
in this paper (in the USB Core) is independent of the host
controller driver, the resource management extension could
be applied to both the UHCI [9] implementation and the
OHCI [10] implementation.

3 A Real-Time USB Device Driver
3.1 Overview - A Cyclic-Executive-Based Method

The purpose of this section is to propose a real-time
USB device driver and a set of approximation and schedul-
ing methods to allocate USB bandwidth for USB devices.
The cyclic executive is a frame-based approach [1]. It is
a control structure of programs for interleaving the execu-
tion of the period process. We propose a cyclic-executive-
based implementation for the USB bandwidth reservation
methods in this section. The rationale behind this approach
is to install a virtually £xed tree structure for Endpoint-
Descriptor queues to have low run-time overheads. The tree
structure is only revised when a new device is admitted or
open under the admission control method to be proposed
later, or when a device is closed. Service requests of de-
vices are intelligently hooked up on the tree structure based
on their QoS requirements.

Although the original bandwidth reservation policy for
USB [8] only handles isochronous transfers with polling
periods being exactly equal to 1ms, this section consid-
ers a general case in which the polling frequencies of
isochronous transfers could be like those of interrupt trans-
fers. Note that the polling frequencies of interrupt transfers
can be between 1ms to 32ms. The assumption is true under
the condition that a layer of our real-time scheduler is built
inside the USB drivers, as shown in Figure 5. Note that
the original bandwidth reservation policy of isochronous
transfers only hooks their Endpoint Descriptors at the root
of a polling binary tree, as shown in Figure 2. The real-
time scheduler, the period modi£cation policy and its ad-
mission control (Section 3.2), and the insertion policy of
Endpoint and Transfer Descriptors (Section 3.3) would let
the Transfer-Descriptors of isochronous transfers and inter-
rupt transfers be able to be hooked up at virtually any nodes
in a polling binary tree.

In order to guarantee the QoS requirements of different
devices and to better manage the USB bandwidth, two es-
sential issues must be addressed: (1) admission control pol-
icy (Section 3.2) (2) the scheduling of Endpoint and Trans-
fer Descriptors (Section 3.3). We will £rst propose a pe-
riod modi£cation policy and the corresponding admission
control policy in Section 3.2 to determine whether the sys-
tem can satisfy the QoS requirements of a new request and
the existing requests. We then resolve the second issue in
Section 3.3. The technical question we face is where to in-
sert Endpoint Descriptors (and their Transfer Descriptors)
into queues such that the USB protocol overheads are min-
imized.
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3.2 A Period Modi£cation Policy and Admission
Control

This section £rst proposes a period modi£cation policy
to move and modify all Endpoint Descriptors (at any node)
to the root node and then presents the corresponding admis-
sion control policy. We will then present a methodology in
the next section to move and modify Endpoint Descriptors
back to proper nodes in the tree structure.

For the purpose of USB bandwidth reservation, we in-
clude additional information regarding deadlines, service
frequencies, and USB bandwidth requirements inside URB,
where URB is a data structure used for the interchanging
of control and data information between the USB Core and
device drivers. In Linux, the USB Core is named as the
USB driver (USBD). An abstracted real-time scheduling
layer is proposed in the driver hierarchy, as shown in the
Figure 5.(b). The newly proposed layer is to communicate
between the device driver layer (e.g., USB camera deriver
in Figure 5.(b)) and the queues in USBD (e.g., ISO Queue
in the £gure). The new layer, i.e., the real-time scheduler,
is on the top of USBD such that device drivers would call
(or send messages to) the new layer, instead of following
the original procedure. The real-time scheduler determines
how Transfer Descriptors of a request are inserted into the
Endpoint Descriptor of the device to meet the QoS require-
ments of devices. Note that the real-time scheduler might
reject requests for the QoS requirements of devices.

USBD collects the upper-level driver’s requests (in terms
of URB, as illustrated in the previous sections) and allo-
cates USB bandwidth for each request. Different drivers
might need different polling periods to transfer request mes-
sages between the peripherals and the corresponding device
drivers. The Linux USB OHCI driver restricts periodic ser-
vice requests (for interrupt and isochronous devices) to a set
of £xed periods (e.g., 1, 2, 4, .., and 32ms). Note that the
tree structure of the Transfer-Descriptor lists in Figure 2 (in
Section 2) determines the frequencies of the traversing of
nodes on pathes to the root. If a device has a correspond-
ing node on a path to the root, then the device is serviced in
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the 1ms corresponding the path. Because there are 32 leaf
nodes, as shown in Figure 2, the tree has 63 internal/leaf
nodes. In other words, the structure provides the Host Con-
troller Driver 63 different nodes to hook up Endpoint De-
scriptors.

A polling binary tree of the 63 nodes provides an abstrac-
tion in the handling of isochronous and interrupt transfers.
There are £ve levels in the polling binary tree and 32 pathes
from leaf nodes to the root node, as shown in Figure 6. The
visiting order to each leaf node is marked as the service se-
quence under the tree in Figure 6, where a visiting occurs
for every 1ms time frame. An OHCI host controller travels
through each path from a leaf node to the root node of the
corresponding to the host controller polling binary tree. A
node could have a list of Endpoint Descriptors, and an End-
point Descriptor could have a list of Transfer Descriptors,
as shown in Figure 4. An OHCI host controller processes
pending Transfer Descriptors on its way from a leaf node to
the root node. The handling of pending Transfer Descrip-
tors on each path should not be more than 1ms; otherwise,
the host controller will abort the path and then continue its
work to the next path according to the service sequence.
Any aborted path is considered as an overflowed path. As
a result, any nodes at the ith level (counted from the root
node) are for services at every 2i ms.

Consider a workload with n periodic requests
{(b1, p1), (b2, p2), (b3, p3), ..., (bn, pn)} for devices,
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where bi denotes the number of bytes to be transferred for
every pi ms. Before we introduce the admission control
policy, we £rst introduce a period modi£cation policy to
move and modify the Endpoint Descriptor of a request at a
node to the corresponding Endpoint Descriptor at the root
node: When the Endpoint Descriptor of a request is moved
from a node to the root node, extra protocol overheads will
occur, and the Endpoint Descriptor should be revised to £t
the polling periods of the former node and the root node.
Figure 7 shows how an Endpoint Descriptor which transfers
32 bytes per 4ms is transformed into one which transfers
8 bytes per 1ms. Such a transformation is applicable to
many USB isochronous devices since the transfer rate
remains. However, beside the protocol overheads, when the
number bi of bytes per transfer could not divide the original
period pi, then another overheads occurs, i.e., an additional
bandwidth requirement of ((� bi

pi
�)pi − bi) bytes per pi time

units.
The admission control policy is as follows: Because the

period modi£cation policy moves all Endpoint Descriptors
to the root node, and the root node is serviced for every 1ms,
all requests are schedulable if the services of all Endpoint
Descriptors could be done within 1ms. Because only 1500
bytes could be transferred within every 1ms under USB1.1,
the total number of bytes for the services of all Endpoint
Descriptors should be no more than 1500. That is,

n∑
i=1

(
(� bi

pi
� + O)

)
≤ 1500 (1)

In Formula (1), O denotes the protocol overheads of an
USB payload. The overheads include packet preambles,
packet headers, and some other necessary £elds, as shown
in Figure 7. Speci£cally, the overheads are 9 bytes for
isochronous transfers and 13 bytes for interrupt transfers.
The term � bi

pi
� denotes the payload data size after the pe-

riod modi£cation. For example, consider an Endpoint De-
scriptor of an isochronous transfer which represents 50-byte
transfer per 16ms. After the period modi£cation policy,
(� 50

16� + 9) bytes must be transferred for corresponding the
Endpoint Descriptor within 1ms.

3.3 Insertions of Endpoint and Transfer Descrip-
tors

The purpose of this section is to choose proper nodes in
the tree structure for the inserting of proper Endpoint and
Transfer Descriptors. We start with the results of the pe-
riod modi£cation policy by reinserting Endpoint and Trans-
fer Descriptors back to proper nodes in the tree structure.
The objective is to move (and modify) Endpoint and Trans-
fer Descriptors to nodes of larger heights to minimize the
protocol overheads and the additional bandwidth require-
ments due to the period modi£cation policy, i.e., the differ-
ence between (� bi

pi
�) and bi

pi
in Formula (1).

Given a collection of admitted requests (in terms
of their Endpoint and Transfer Descriptors) T =
{(b1, p1), (b2, p2), · · · , (bn, pn)}, we shall try to push End-
point Descriptors (ED’s) and their Transfer Descriptors
(TD’s) at the root node down to nodes of larger heights as
far as possible. The further we push the Endpoint and Trans-
fer Descriptors away from the root node, the lower the pro-
tocol overheads would be. There are two basic guidelines
for this ED/TD reinsertion policy (which will be presented
later): The £rst guideline is that the destination node of an
original ED (and its TD’s) should not have a polling period
longer than the period pi of the corresponding request. For
example, let a video camera demand a 4096-byte transfer
per 8ms. If the data on the camera is not transferred to the
host controller within a 8ms window, the data in the mem-
ory buffer of the camera might be overwritten by new data.
The second guideline is that the ED/TD reinsertion policy
should meet the 1ms time frame for each path of a tree struc-
ture, as shown in Figure 6. Since only 1500 bytes could be
transferred within every 1ms, the total number of bytes for
the services of all Endpoint Descriptors on a path should be
no more than 1500.

T1,T2, and T3 are accepted since
700+700+60 = 1460 < 1500

T1' T2' T3'

T1 T2

T3'

The attempt to push T3' back to any
node on the 2ms level will cause an

overflow.

1ms

2ms

T1' B1= 700bytes, P1=1ms

T2' B2= 700bytes, P2=1ms

T3' B3= 60bytes, P3=1ms

The transformed workloads

T1 B1= 1400bytes, P1=2ms

T2 B2= 1400bytes, P2=2ms

T3 B3= 120bytes, P3=2ms

The original workloads

Figure 8. A combinatorial problem occurred in the
minimization process. Note that the protocol over-
heads are not included in this example.

We shall illustrate the idea of the ED/TD reinsertion pol-
icy and the guidelines by the following example: To sim-
plify the presentation, the protocol overheads are not shown
in this example. Suppose a workload, as shown in Figure
8, is under considerations: T ={T1 = (1400bytes, 2ms),
T2 = (1400bytes, 2ms), and T3 = (120bytes, 2ms)}.
With the period modi£cation policy presented in Section
3.2, the workload is £rst revised as follows: T ′ ={T ′

1 =
(700bytes, 1ms), T ′

2 = (700bytes, 1ms), and T ′
3 =

(60bytes, 1ms)}. The workload passes the admission con-
trol because 700 + 700 + 60 ≤ 1500 (Please see Formula
(1)). In order to minimize the protocol overheads and the
additional bandwidth requirements, we move (and mod-
ify) Endpoint and Transfer Descriptors to nodes of larger
heights: Suppose that we £rst revise the ED’s and the TD’s
of T ′

1 and T ′
2 and move them down to nodes of the sec-
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ond level. When we want to push T ′
3 down to any one of

the nodes at the second level, we would notice that the new
payload size will be 120 bytes because nodes at the second
level have a 2ms polling period. It is not feasible for the
pushing of T ′

3 because of the violation of the second guide-
line (although the £rst guideline is still satis£ed), where
120 + 1400 > 1500. As a result, the ED and its TD’s of
T ′

3 must stay at the root node. As astute readers may notice,
the ED/TD reinsertion problem is a combinatorial problem.
It is apparently not an easy problem.

For the rest of this section, we present a greedy algorithm
for ED/TD reinsertion: The main idea is to £rst sort all ED’s
in the increasing order of their original periods, where each
ED corresponds to a request. Within each iteration, the al-
gorithm tries to push the ED with the largest original pe-
riod which has not been considered so far down to a node
of a larger height. Whenever an ED is considered to move
down by one level, there are two choices: right child node
nR or left child node nL. Let S(n) denote the sum of the
numbers of the bytes (plus the protocols overheads) for all
of the ED’s (and their TD’s) hooked up at the node n and
all of the nodes in the subtree with n as the root. That is,
S(n) = S(nL) + S(nR) + ln, where ln denotes the sum
of the numbers of the bytes (plus the protocols overheads)
for all of the ED’s (and their TD’s) hooked up at the node
n. The heuristics of the algorithm is to prefer the child node
with a smaller value of the function S(n).

4 Performance Evaluation

4.1 Experimental Environments

An USB-based surveillance system was implemented
based on the proposed cyclic-executive-based bandwidth
reservation method. In this section, we shall £rst intro-
duce the surveillance system as our experimental platform.
The system con£guration and performance metrics are pre-
sented. The effectiveness of the proposed bandwidth man-
agement method was evaluated in terms of the effectiveness
of the admission control policy, the protocol overheads, and
the actual service time of the cameras.

The surveillance system was divided into the server side
and the client side. At the server side, the server managed
several USB digital video cameras through an OHCI host
controller to provide multiple video streams for monitoring
purposes. At the client side, we had several PDA’s which
ran WinCE. Video streams were delivered to the clients
over a 802.11b wireless network. The clients could re-
quest available video streams from the server with speci-
£ed QoS parameters. User could selectively improve the
video quality (e.g., video resolution and/or frame rate) of
any interested video stream to have a better quality. The
experiments consisted of two parts. In the £rst part of ex-
periments, we evaluated the effectiveness of the proposed

USB bandwidth reservation method in terms of the number
of accepted workloads and the bandwidth utilizations after
the protocol overheads were minimized. In the second part
of experiments, we evaluated different workload con£gu-
rations over the cyclic-executive scheduler to observe the
behaviors of USB devices. This part of experiments was to
verify whether the QoS requirements were correctly guar-
anteed by the cyclic-executive-based scheduler or not.

4.2 Overheads Due to Bandwidth Reservation

This section provides a performance evaluation over the
proposed USB bandwidth reservation method in terms of
the number of workloads accepted and the actual bandwidth
usages.

4.2.1 Request Sets and Metrics

A number of workloads were generated to evaluate the per-
formance of the proposed admission control policy. The
number of requests per workload was 20. The periods and
the payload sizes of requests were generated based on the
following parameters: Supposed that an USB device de-
manded a periodic request to receive b bytes per p ms.
We de£ned the “bandwidth utilization” of the request as
b/1500

p . Note that 1500 denotes the maximum number of
bytes transferred over USB in a 1ms time frame. The USB
bus was stressed by a very high utilization, i.e., 93%, ex-
cluding any protocol overheads. The bandwidth utilizations
of requests were randomly distributed among the requests.
The periods of requests were selected among the following
ranges [1ms, 8ms], [8ms, 32ms], and [1ms, 32ms]. The
lengths of all periods were set as a power of 2. The pay-
load size of a request was determined based on its utiliza-
tion and period. 1, 000 workloads were evaluated for each
period range, and their results were averaged. The per-
formance of an exhaustive-search-based optimal algorithm
was also evaluated to compare with our proposed method
based on the metric “acceptance ratio” which was the ratio
of the number of accepted workloads to the total number
of workloads. The exhaustive-search-based optimal algo-
rithm tried all possible combinations exhaustively to insert
ED/TD’s (generated by the requests) into the polling binary
tree.

The performance of the ED/TD reinsertion algorithm
was evaluated to see how much protocol overheads could be
reduced in the process of reinsertion. We started from the
point where ED’s and TD’s of all requests were hooked up
at the root and then reinsert them back to proper nodes in the
polling binary tree. We called the USB bandwidth utiliza-
tion assigned to a request as the “root-resident bandwidth
utilization” because it was with the protocol overheads at
the root. Note that when the ED and TD’s of a request was
moved away from the root, then USB bandwidth utilization
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would be reduced because of less protocol overheads. The
total root-resident bandwidth utilizations of workloads were
generated with a bound ranging from 10% to 100%. Each
workload consisted of 20 requests when a workload was
generated, and the entire root-resident bandwidth utiliza-
tion was distributed randomly among the requests. After the
root-resident bandwidth utilization of each request was de-
termined, the periods of a request was then selected among
the ranges [1ms, 8ms], [16ms, 32ms], and [1ms, 32ms]. The
payload sizes of requests were calculated according to their
assigned root-resident bandwidth utilizations and periods.

4.2.2 Experimental Results

Figure 9 shows the acceptance ratios of the proposed admis-
sion control policy and the exhaustive-search-based optimal
algorithm. The X-axis denotes the range of the request pe-
riods of the workloads, and the Y-axis denotes their accep-
tance ratios. As shown in Figure 9, the acceptance ratio of
the proposed admission control policy was close to that of
the exhaustive-search-based optimal algorithm when the pe-
riod range was selected among ranges [1ms, 8ms] and [1ms,
32ms]. When the periods of requests were chosen in the
range [16ms, 32ms], the proposed admission control policy
would reject more workloads than the exhaustive-search-
based optimal algorithm. It was because of the protocol
overheads due to the period transformation of the admission
control policy (Please see Figure 7).
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Figure 9. Acceptance ratios under different period
ranges and different admission control policies.

Figure 10 showed the results of evaluating the saving
of protocol overheads by the ED/TD reinsertion algorithm.
The X-axis denotes the “root-resident bandwidth utiliza-
tions” of the workloads, and the Y-axis denotes the band-
width utilizations after the reinsertions of requests were
done. The distance between the ceiling (i.e., the line for the
bound of bandwidth utilization) and the top of the corre-
sponding bar of a set of workloads (for each selected period
range) represented the amount of protocol overheads sav-
ing due to the ED/TD reinsertion algorithm. The farther the
distance, the better the saving was. Figure 10 showed that
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Figure 10. USB bandwidth utilizations v.s. re-
quests periods distribution

the saving was best achieved when the periods of requests
were relatively long, i.e., in the range [16ms, 32ms]. It was
because of a higher possibility in inserting the ED’s/TD’s of
requests with long periods into nodes with lower levels of
the polling tree.

4.3 Bandwidth Reservation and Workload Distri-
bution

4.3.1 Request Sets and Metrics

Workload 1 Workload 2
Camera 1 Camera 2 Camera 1 Camera 2

Payload Size (bytes) 620 310 310 620
Polling Period (ms) 1 2 2 4
Run Duration(sec) 600 600 600 600

Video Resolution(pixels) 176*144 176*144 176*144 176*144
Bandwidth Utilization 41.3% 10.3% 10.3% 10.3%.

Table 1. Experimental Workloads. Note that proto-
col overheads were not included.

In this part of experiments, we evaluated the cyclic-
executive-based scheduler under two different workloads to
see if the scheduler could satisfy the QoS requirements of
the cameras. The two workloads had different polling pe-
riods and payload sizes for requests. The workloads were
summarized in Table 1. We tried two different ratios of
bandwidth utilization for the two cameras: 4:1 and 1:1. We
adopt two metrics. The £rst metric is to collect the service
time points of USB devices, where a service time point is
the time when the corresponding camera was serviced by an
USB host-controller. The service time points were collected
in the interrupt service routine of the USB host-controller
driver. The distribution of the service time points of the
two cameras under the two workloads could show whether
the cameras were serviced at the proper frequencies. The
second metric was the number of bytes received from each
camera. The metric was presented as the percentages of the
number of bytes received from a camera to the total number
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of bytes received from the two cameras in one second. The
duration of each run of the experiments was ten minutes
(600 seconds).

(a) Workload 1 (4:1)
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Cam1
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(b) Workload 2 (1:1)
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Figure 11. The distributions of service time points
of each camera over time. (a) under a 4:1 reserva-
tion ratio. (b)under a 1:1 reservation ratio.
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Figure 12. The number of bytes received from a
camera to the total number of bytes received from
the two cameras. (a) under a 4:1 reservation ratio.
(b) under a 1:1 reservation ratio.

4.3.2 Experimental Results

Figure 11 showed the distributions of service time points
for the two cameras. The X-axis denotes the time elapsed
for an experiment in milli-second, and there were two sets
of service time points which corresponded to camera 1 and
camera 2, respectively. As shown in Figure 11, the distri-
butions of the service time points of the two cameras could
be compared with the polling periods of the cameras in Ta-
ble 1. Figure 11 shows the results of the £rst 60ms in the ex-
periments because the rest of the results for the 10 minutes
were similar to those of the £rst 60ms. Figure 12 showed the
number of bytes received from each camera in terms of their
percentages of the total USB bandwidth. The distribution
of the service time points of the two cameras under the two
workloads showed whether the cameras were serviced at the
given frequencies. The X-axis denotes the time elapsed so
far in seconds, and the Y-axis denotes the percentages. The
results in Figure 12 showed that the bandwidth utilizations
of the cameras met the parameters speci£ed in Table 1 such
that the QoS requirements were guaranteed.

5 Conclusion

Modern operating systems are often pretty modularized.
The delivering of QoS guarantees to applications is the re-
sponsibility of not only the kernel but also all of the subsys-
tems involved in the servicing of the applications. In this
paper, we proposed a cyclic-executive-based methodology
to guarantee the QoS requirements of USB devices, where
a £xed polling binary tree is adopted for USB bandwidth
scheduling. A bandwidth reservation algorithm is proposed
to partition available USB bandwidth among devices which
need different attentions from the system. Our work results
in a more precise way in guaranteeing the QoS requirements
of devices and better USB bandwidth utilization could be
achieved. For the future research, we shall further explore
the USB bandwidth reservation for USB 2.0 which supports
transfer rate up to 480 bits per second. The combination
of USB 1.1 and 2.0 bandwidth reservation could be a very
challenging issue.
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